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Damaged by Fire on Ship
by Jerry Johnson

The American SS Santa Ana left New York for the Canal Zone.  
A fire occurred at sea in the mail room on March 24, 1921. It was 
extinguished by the crew but was not reported until the vessel 
reached Colon, Panama Canal Zone on March 30. The handstamp 
reads: ‘This piece of mail damaged by fire and water aboard S.S. 
“Santa Ana” March 24, 1921’.  The penalty envelope was orig-

inally a M.O.B. but that was crossed out and “Form 3812” was 
written on the envelope. The marking is shown true size.
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 RFD Mark Opens Page of Family History
by Paul Albright

One never knows what doors an auxiliary marking might open!  
In this case, a June bride addressed her wedding announcement 
to a friend, but the picture post card hit a bump in the Rural Free 
Delivery (R.F.D.) system and was diverted a bit before eventually 
reaching the correct recipient. More interesting, however, is that 
checking the marking, the addresses, and the people opened a 
previously unknown page in a relative’s life story. 

The card was postmarked June 12, 1929, in Rapid City, South 
Dakota, and mailed by “Eva” to her friend, Miss Josephine Gron-
ning, in care of Edith Bruce in Sand Point, Idaho. A red marking, 

‘Not for R.F.D. No. 1’ was added to the card, Sand Point scratched 
off, and Samuels (Idaho) written in. The card was received by Miss 
Gronning in Samuels, which is about 12 miles north of Sand Point. 

Eva used the card to announce her marriage. “Meet the Mrs.,” 
she wrote to her friend. “We were married Mon. morning at 9:30 
by our home minister you know. Just now, I’m with C.R. helping 
him make the trip exciting. Will write again when I get my breath. 
Love Eva.”  The photo side of the card shows the lodge at Sylvan 
Lake in South Dakota’s Custer State Park. Eva and her husband, 
Charlie Roher, may have been married at the lodge, which con-
tinues to cater to weddings and honeymooners today. 

The card’s recipient, Josephine Gronning, eventually became 
my wife’s mother and thus my mother-in-law. What puzzled us 
was why Josephine Gronning was in Idaho in 1929. She had grown 
up on a homestead in western North Dakota, graduated at the 
State Normal School in Dickinson, North Dakota (now Dickinson 
State University), and started teaching in one-room schools near 

Bismarck, North Dakota, in the late-1920s. 
We found the answers in one of my mother-in-law’s photo 

albums. There we found several snapshots of the two friends (Eva 
and Josephine) in the 1920s and other photos probably showing 
Edith Bruce with seven children posed outside a brick schoolhouse 
identified in a photo as “Samuel’s school.”

Our conclusion is that Josephine Gronning made a summer 
trip to visit her friend, Edith Bruce, who was teaching in Samu-

els, Idaho. It is possible that the three women were educated as 
teachers and were classmates in the mid-1920s at North Dakota’s 
State Normal School, which was established to train elementary 
and secondary level teachers. 

The marking is shown actual size.
.
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Most Polite
by K. David Steidley, Ph.D.

I would like to nominate this mark-
ing as our Club’s “Most polite”. This 
souvenir flight cover was mailed June 
23, 1939 late in the afternoon on a Fri-
day and reached Pasadena (abutting San 
Marino) on the weekend. The text reads:

‘This letter was received on Saturday 
too late for carrier delivery. May I sug-
gest that you ask your correspondents 
to use special delivery stamps on air 
mail letters due to arrive at Pasadena on 
Saturdays, Sundays, or holidays, thus 
ensuring prompt delivery.’

Neither the marking or the cover are 
shown actual size.

.

‘RTW / UUA / Unable to Forward’
by Tony Wawrukiewicz

This June 1989 airmail letter, paid 
at the 45¢ for up to 1/2 ounce rate to the 
Philatelic Bureau in the Cocos (Keel-
ing Islands) in the Indian Ocean, was 
‘RETURN FOR BETTER DIRECTIONS / 
MUST INCLUDE CITY AND PROVINCE 
/ COUNTRY MUST BE IN ENGLISH / DO 
NOT ABBREVIATE.’

The frustrated sender then told the 
postmaster: ‘Postmaster: Cocos is the  
/ English name for this address / The 
address is complete (no / cities). I have 
successfully used / this address about 7 
years.’ Neither the marking or the cover 
are shown actual size.

A Hand with a Maltese Cross
by Jerry Johnson

This return to sender marking on this 
1895 cover paid at the 2¢ per up to one 
ounce letter rate was returned because the 
addressee was ‘Not There.’ The marking 
is unusual in that the purple pointing fin-
ger has a purple Maltese Cross associated 
with it. The marking is shown actual size 
while the cover is reduced in size.
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An Interesting Train Wreck/Robbery Cover
by Jerry Johnson

The cover shown came from a wreck of a train at Siskiyou, 
Oregon, USA on October 11, 1923.  The marking reads ‘Damaged 
in Wreck of / Ashland-Gerber Train 13 / at Siskiyou, Oregon Oct. 
11, 1923.’ 

The DeAutremont brothers attempted to rob the train.  They 
boarded the train shortly before it entered a tunnel, then they 
forced the engineer to stop the train inside the 3000 ft tunnel.  
Dynamite was used open the mail car’s door; the blast killed the 
clerk. The robbers then killed the engineer, fireman and brakeman.  
After all this, the brothers fled empty handed. 

A very large manhunt was conducted to find the robbers, and 

it took about 5 years to arrest them.  
I saw another copy in an internet article from the Machine 

Cancel Society; in that case a label was applied to a cover that read 
‘This mail damaged by fire and dynamite in hold-up of Ashland 
& Gerber Train No. 13 at Siskiyou, Oregon, October 11, 1923.’ 
The marking and this cover are shown original size.

 References: 
(1) http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DeAutremont_Brothers; 
(2) http://www.machinecancel.org/forum/2590-Wreck.html)

An Unusual Dead letter and Dead Parcel Auxiliary Marking
by Thomas Breske

The Nov. 1948 first-class letter shown was un-
deliverable because it was ‘Unclaimed.’ Because 
it could not be returned to the sender because 
there was no return address, it was correctly 
sent to a Dead Letter Branch, of which there 
were many. From there it was opened, the writer 
determined, and the letter returned to the writer 
in a return letter envelope, due 5¢ for the return.

Actually, at this time, there were many sep-
arate Dead Letter Branches and Dead Parcel 
Post Branches, so this auxiliary marking ‘DEAD 
LETTERS & DEAD PARCEL POST’ (shown 
actual size below) was inaccurate.
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Two Other New ‘Deficiencies in Address Supplied By...’
by Terence Hines

Shown are two other of many remaining 
‘Deficiencies in Address Supplied By...’ ex-
amples that are out there. (It is my experience 
recently that these markings are everywhere, 
but wonderful - editorial comment, ASW). San Francisco, 1931 New Haven, Conn. 1941

An Unusual “MISSENT’ Auxiliary Marking
by Joe Crosby

I’ve misplaced the original card that this re-
markable ‘MISSENT’ auxiliary marking was on. 
I do remember that the card originated in Kenton, 
Oklahoma, but, of course, this type of marking 
was placed by a destination or purported desti-
nation post office - one unknown to my memory.

An ‘UNCLAIMED’ Fourth-Class Parcel
by Norman E. Cohen

This undated returned parcel is remarkable as there are few 
examples known of returned or forwarded fourth-class mail. For 
such returns and forwardings, the fourth-class postage had to be 
guaranteed and paid. This parcel was mailed locally in Syracuse, 
NY. The package does not seem that large so presumably the 
parcel only weighed a few pounds. Therefore, I presume that it 
was mailed after Oct. 1, 1951. An up to two pound local parcel 

mailed then was due 17¢ postage, as was paid. 
This parcel was ‘UNCLAIMED’ and returned because the 

parcel was annotated “RETURN IN 15 DAYS. POSTAGE GUA-
RATEED.” The same postage of 17¢ was due upon the return. It 
was collected as indicated by the 17¢ in postage dues applied to 
the parcel. The cover is shown actual size.
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Update to ‘DEFICIENCY IN ADDRESS SUPPLIED BY (name of the forwarding office)’
by Scott Steward

The goal of this article is to present some additional information 
related to ‘Deficiency in Address Supplied by…’ markings as 
discussed by Thomas Breske in his article entitled “DEFICIENCY 
IN ADDRESS SUPPLIED BY (name of forwarding office)” in 
the January 2015 issue of Auxiliary Markings. Additionally, marks 
unreported by Breske will be included in this article.  

One of the reoccurring problems encountered by postal 
employees in processing and delivering mail through the history 
of postal service has been dealing with mail that has an erroneous 
address. Typical addressing errors include addresses containing a 
city but no state or addresses containing a city and a state but the 
city is not located in the state shown in the address. Mail containing 
these types of errors is often referred to as Nixies. The January 
1886 United States Official Postal Guide, section 417, page 709, 
defines Nixies as:

“Domestic matter of the first and second-class which is 
addressed to places not post offices, or to states in which there is 
no such post office as that indicated in the address ...”

As indicated by Breske the use of ‘DEFICIENCY IN 
ADDRESS SUPPLIED BY (name of forwarding office)’ began 

between 1879 and 1886.  The use of this marking seems to have 
officially ended in the early 1960’s.  The March 30, 1961 issue of 
the Postal Bulletin contained the following notice:

“Rubber stamp item R-1300-46 has been changed to read, 
Correct Address Supplied by Post Office at -----.  The stamp 
will be distributed to post offices thereby eliminating requisition 
procedures. Upon receipt of the reworded stamp, the replaced 
stamp reading, Deficiency in Address Supplied by Post Office at 
----, may be disposed of as waste.”

However, the author has seen this stamp still used as late as 
1975.  As indicated by Breske, the markings can be grouped by 
shape, with circular markings being the most common.  These 
have been found to range in size from 23 mm in diameter to 36 
mm in diameter. Ink color used for these markings typically falls 
within the magenta to purple range, less frequently found are 
markings in the pink to red range, blue, and black. In addition to 
the basic circular marking as shown in the first image, a number 
of markings include the addition of lines to embellish the marking.  
The following tables indicate markings not listed by Breske.  Some 
of the more unusual markings are illustrated below.

City and State Date Circular-Shape Diam.
Ansonia, CT 1892 DEFICIENCY / IN / ADDRESS / SUPPLIED / BY / Ansonia, Conn. P.O. 36 mm
Boston, MA 1889 DEFICIENCY IN ADDRESS / -SUPPLIED BY- / POST OFFICE / BOSTON, MASS. 26 mm

Columbus, OH 195? DEFICIENCY / IN / ADDRESS / SUPPLIED  BY /  COLUMBUS, OHIO P.O. 33 mm
Dead Letter Office 1886 DEFICIENCY / IN / ADDRESS / SUPPLIED / AT / DEAD LETTER OFF’E. 28 mm

New York, NY 1889 DEFICIENCY / IN / ADDRESS / SUPPLIED / BY / N.Y.P.O.-4th Div. 29 mm
New York, NY 1893 DEFICIENCY / IN / ADDRESS / SUPPLIED / BY / N.Y.P.O. 3rd Div. 29 mm
New York, NY 1915 DEFICIENCY / IN / ADDRESS / SUPPLIED BY / N.Y.P.O.-I.D. 29 mm

Nyack, NY 1905 DEFICIENCY IN / DIRECTION / SUPPLIED BY / NYACK, / N.Y. / POST OFFICE 26 mm
Philadelphia, PA 1886 DEFICIENCY IN ADDRESS / -SUPPLIED BY- / PHILA., PA. / P.O. 26 mm

Philadelphia, PA 1887 DEFICIENCY / IN / ADDRESS / SUPPLIED BY / « / PHILADELPHIA, PA., P.O. 29 mm
Philadelphia, PA 1891 DEFICIENCY / IN / ADDRESS / SUPPLIED / BY / PHILADELPHIA, PA. P.O. 29 mm
Philadelphia, PA 1975 DEFICIENCY / IN / ADDRESS / SUPPLIED BY / X / PHILA., PA. 19104 34 mm
Saint Paul, MN 1936 DEFICIENCY / IN / ADDRESS / SUPPLIED BY / 12 / SAINT PAUL, MINN., P.O. 30 mm

San Francisco, CA 1897 DEFICIENCY / IN / ADDRESS / SUPPLIED BY / San Francisco / P.O. 23 mm
San Francisco, CA 1902 DEFICIENCY / IN / ADDRESS / SUPPLIED / -BY- / San Francisco, Cal. P.O. 28 mm

Toledo, OH 1938 DEFICIENCY / IN / ADDRESS / SUPPLIED / BY / TOLEDO, OHIO P.O. 28 mm
Washington, DC 1904 DEFICIENCY / IN / ADDRESS / SUPPLIED / BY / WASHINGTON, D.C. P.O. 30 mm
Woodstock, IL 1910 DEFICIENCY / IN / ADDRESS / SUPPLIED BY / WOODSTOCK, ILL., P.O. 27 mm

City and State Date Oval-Shape

Quincy, MA 1895
DEFICIENCY IN ADDRESS / SUPPLIED BY / QUINCY, MASS / POST OFFICE   

(51.5 x 33 mm double oval)
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         Columbus, Ohio

     
     
   Philadelphia, Penn.  1886

       
              Dead Letter Office 1886

        
        Boston, Mass. 1889
 

  
      Ansonia, Conn. 1892

     
       Quincy, Mass. 1895

       
    San Francisco, Calif. 1897

       
       Grand Central Annex, NYC 1942

City and State Date Straight-Line
Albany, NY 1900 DEFICIENCY IN ADDRESS / SUPPLIED BY ALBANY, N.Y. P.O.
Atlanta, GA 1906 Deficiency in address supplied at / Atlanta, Ga.
Denver, CO 1944 Deficiency in address supplied by / Denver, Colo, Post Office.
Hanford, CA 1913 Deficiency in address supplied / by Hanford, Cal., P.O.

New York, NY 1942 Deficiency in Address / Supplied by Post-Office at / Grand Central Annex / 61 
Saint Petersburg, FL 1943 Deficiency in address supplied by / Post Office at St. Petersburg, Fla.
San Francisco, CA 1911 Deficiency in address supplied at / San Francisco, Cal.
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A Well -Traveled Cover
by Jerry Johnson

The large cover shown in Figures 1 and 2 started its journey 
on July 12, 1944 and visited many places until its final return 
on January 6, 1945.  A wide variety of auxiliary markings were 
applied to this cover.  First there is ‘Air Mail to This Address – 6c 
Per Half Ounce.’  This was crossed out as it was incorrect. The 
post office then applied the marking ‘Return to Sender – Addi-
tional Postage Required 8 Cents  NSHM No. 22  Jul 12 1944.’ 
The rate for airmail letters was 8 cents per ounce at this time.  The 
additional postage was added on July 13, 1944 and the cover was 
on its way.  It was sent to Frank L. Feid who was supposed to be 
on the USS Salt Lake City which was a Pensacola-class Heavy 
Cruiser.  At the time of the mailing to the Fleet Postmaster in San 
Francisco, the cruiser was in Alaska.

There are numerous markings applied by the Navy in an at-
tempt to locate the person. The backside has a ‘FORWARDED’ 
marking applied by the US Fleet Post Office on July 28, 1944.  
Dates were applied for August 3,  August 11, September 30, Octo-
ber 13 and October 21.  All markings indicate that the person was 
not located.  The backside has another ‘FORWARDED’ marking 
from the Fleet PO dated December 28, 1944.  Also there is a US 
Navy receiving date stamp for January 2, 1945.

The USS Salt Lake was operating in the Pacific and was 

constantly on the move. From Alaska it went to Wake Island 
(August 29 –September 3), then to Eniwetok until September 24. 
Next the ship went to Saipan and had a visit to Marcus Island. 
In mid-October there were activities at Ulithi and the Carolinas.  
From November to January 1945 the activities were in the area 
of the Volcano Islands.  Thus, it likely that it was not possible to 
contact the person.  Or, the person was transferred elsewhere.

There are 3 pointing finger markings for the return, with two 
of them being very faint.  One of them was most likely applied 
on July 12, 1944 because the cover was short paid.  The backside 
has a date stamp from Chicago for January 6, 1945.   One of the 
pointing fingers was most likely for the return to Chicago.

The cover was first sent from The Formfit Company. The 
company was one of the largest makers of corsets and girdles 
(yes, one can wonder as to why this was sent to the person on 
the ship). Two other items to be noted are (1) someone wrote the 
name to be Frances Louis Feid and (2) there is an address added 
for Chicago. Did the company move or was this address for the 
person who may have returned to Chicago?  Anyway, even though 
the cover has an “ugly” appearance, it still is a nice example of 
how the military continued to try to make a delivery.

The images are both reduced in size.

Figure 1

Figure 2
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President’s Message
by Ralph H. Nafziger

All five competitive auxiliary markings exhibits shown at our 
annual meeting at ROPEX on May 15-17 received gold medals. 
Congratulations go to David Fine, Gary Hendren, Regis Hoffman, 
and Ralph Nafziger. David Fine won the Richard B. Graham 
Award for his “Guatemalan Auxiliary Markings, 1898-1967” 
exhibit, and Gary Hendren won the President’s Award for his 
“Twisted Caps-Twisted Mail” exhibit. There were a total of 37 
frames with auxiliary markings exhibits at the show.

We recruited four new members at our table at the show. 
Many thanks go to Nancy Clark for hosting our table on Friday 
and Saturday.

On Friday, the Board of Directors met. Future annual meetings 
will be held at the Southeastern Stamp Expo. and AmeriStamp-
Expo in Atlanta, GA, Jan. 29-31, 2016; at the Sarasota  National 
Stamp Expo., Sarasota, FL, Feb. 3-5, 2017, and at INDYPEX, 
Noblesville, IN in the fall of 2018. Nancy Clark will contact 
COLOPEX for a possible meeting in 2019. 

For this year’s election, I have appointed a nominating com-
mittee consisting of Tim Bartshe, Joe Crosby, and Jerry Nylander. 
The committee will be soliciting nominations from those agreeing 
to run for all of the Club’s offices. Additional nominations can be 
proposed by at least five members in good standing by August 
1. The final nominations will be forwarded for publication in 
the October newsletter by September 1, and to the secretary for 
preparation of a ballot to be mailed with the October newsletter. 

Please notify any member of the nominating committee if you 
wish to be nominated for an office this year.

Scans of unusual markings continue to be solicited by Nancy. 
Currently, we have about $3,300 in the treasury. The files of aux-
iliary markings articles in other journals should be consolidated. 
I wish to especially thank Doug Quine and Alan Warren for sup-
plying me a continuous stream of articles.

Ten attendees enjoyed homemade German cooking and fel-
lowship at the Rhineblick German Restaurant in Canandaigua 
Friday evening.

After a short business meeting on Saturday, we hosted a 
“Show and Tell” session, which attracted 12 attendees. Numerous 
interesting covers were shown by six participants. Thanks go to 
Nancy Clark, George Fekete, Gary Hendren, John Hotchner, Ralph 
Nafziger, and Larry Rausch for showing their covers.

A “Show and Tell” session was held during PIPEX in Portland, 
OR on May 10. Two out of the four attendees showed a variety 
of markings. 

Another “Show and Tell” session will be held during the APS 
StampShow in Grand Rapids, MI, August 20-23 at a time and 
place to be announced by APS. Please plan on joining us for this 
fun and instructive event.

Congratulations go to Captain Konig for winning the Award 
of Merit for his exhibit “Censor Marks of World War I Submarine 
Mail” at the 2015 St. Louis Stamp Expo.

Auxiliary Markings Club - Board of Director’s Meeting Minutes
by Ralph H. Nafziger

The Auxiliary Markings Club (AMC) Board of Directors met 
at ROPEX during the AMC’s annual meeting. In attendance were 
Nancy Clark, Gary Hendren, and Ralph Nafziger. The meeting 
was called to order at 2 p.m. 

Future annual meetings will be held at the Southeastern Stamp 
Expo, Atlanta, GA, Jan. 29-31, 2016; at the Sarasota National 
Stamp Expo, Sarasota, FL, Feb. 3-5, 2017; and at INDYPEX in 
Noblesville, IN in the fall of 2018. Nancy will contact COLOPEX 
for a possible meeting in 2019.

Ralph announced the 2015 nominating committee consisting 
of Tim Bartshe, Joe Crosby, and Jerry Nylander. It will begin 
work soon.

Nancy continues to receive scans of unusual markings for the 
catalog database, especially from the Danish West Indies club. She 
would like to receive scans of covers illustrated in the newsletter. 
Ralph will ask Tony if Nancy can receive either two extra copies 
of the newsletter or a pdf file so that she can add these covers to 
the database.

Nancy asked if Doug could add the catalog power point pre-
sentation and a movie power point on the stars to the website. 
Ralph will ask Doug about this.

Ralph reported that John Hotchner asked if we would be 
interested in reprinting a series of his articles on auxiliary mark-
ings associated with foreign mail now running in LaPosta into a 

May 15, 2015, Canadaigua Civic Center Canandaigua, NY (during ROPEX).
possible monograph. John estimates that the series will conclude 
either by the end of 2015 or into 2016. We feel that this should 
be pursued.

Gary reported that our expenses are remaining about equal 
to income. Currently, there is about $3,287 in the treasury. It is 
important that we contact those who have not yet renewed (29).

Doug submitted a written webmaster report. Managing mem-
bership renewals continues to be a problem. Doug recommends 
that renewals should be consolidated into a master list shared by 
the membership secretary, the editor, the treasurer, and the web-
master. Doug asked if we could create an update to the markings 
listings. We felt that we should offer periodic power point presen-
tations. Doug listed items which he has updated to the website.

It was agreed that we should consolidate the files of articles 
appearing in outside journals and make them accessible to the 
public. Ralph will poll the board on this item.

The meeting adjourned at 3:01 p.m.

Respectfully Submitted,

Ralph H. Nafziger,
President
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Confederate States of America Auxiliary Markings -- a Book Review
by Thomas Breske

An informative book by Peter W.W. Powell, Missent, For-
warded and Advertised Markings Used in the Confederate States 
of America, 2003 (published by author with copyrights assigned 
to the Confederate Stamp Alliance) lists and illustrates most of 
the auxiliary marks (AM) used by the CSA. Many of these AMs 
are pre-Civil War handstamps, produced by the United States Post 
Office, but pressed into service by the CSA.  

The CSA, in February 9, 1861, approved for use the laws and 
regulations of the US issued on May 15, 1859, “except those that 
might be inconsistent with the CSA Constitution.”  Rates in the 
CSA for forwarding and advertising were for the most part double 
the prevailing US rates.

MISSENT  MARKS - Only 19 CSA cities used the ‘MISSENT’ 
mark. The following was adopted from Chapter VI, Sec. 54 of 
the 1857 US postal regulations: Writing on a letter the words 
‘MISSENT’ and ‘FORWARDED,’ with the date while stated in 
the regulations was not regularly followed partly because of con-
fusion over forwarding charges. Some ‘MISSENT’ marks, shown 
below are similar to those reproduced by Powell (not only do I 
not have any actual AMs used by the CSA I probably couldn’t 
afford to buy any).

  

         

                    

     

FORWARDED MARKS – Twenty-two CSA cities used 
‘FORWARDED’ marks.  Per the US 1857 Regs. (Chapter IV Sec. 
55), “…no additional postage should be charged if…missent.”  
Otherwise forwarded mail was charged additional postage.  Mail 
forwarded to soldiers was also not to be charged, but through igno-
rance, was often done. A few postmasters, to increase their income, 
would not mark ‘MISSENT,’ instead marking ‘FORWARDED’ 
and adding a fee. Again, some similar ‘FORWARDED’ marks 
are shown below.

   

     

 

 

ADVERTISED MARKS – The CSA doubled the advertising 
rate from 1 to 2 cents of which the publisher would be paid 1 
cent per letter.  The frequency of advertising varied depending 
on the size (i.e. gross receipts) of the post office per the following 
schedule (US 1859 P.L. & R. Chapter XIII Sec. 181-4):

$ Gross Receipts / Quarter   Advertising Frequency – weeks
 < 500     6
        500 – 1000    4
        1000 – 7500    2
        > 7500     1
Eighteen CSA cities used ‘ADVERTISED’ marks. Similar 

marks to those illustrated by Powell are shown below.

       

        

All 40 Richmond, VA ‘Adv/2’ were in an indented ‘HELD 
FOR POSTAGE’ ribbon shown above (replacing the ‘HELD FOR 
POSTAGE’ with ‘Adv/2’).  

A few other auxiliary marks were used by the CSA as follows: 
‘POST OFFICE / BUSINESS’ in circle used at Albany GA. ‘POST 
OFFICE BUSINESS / FREE’ in circle, 3 sent from Richmond 
VA. ‘HELD / FOR / POSTAGE’ in circle sent from Norfolk and 
Richmond VA. ‘FREE’ seldom use in CSA as franking privilege 
but used to forward soldier letters.

As mentioned, many of the handstamps used by the CSA were 
originally supplied to larger post offices by the USPO Dept.  Others 
were manufactured by Willard, Miller, Zavely or Edmund Hoole 
of Mt Vernon N.Y.  In the South some handstamps were supplied 
by Baumgarten (of Richmond?).  

Many post offices in the CSA continued to use US postage 
after succession and joining the Confederacy: they just kept all 
the proceeds. CSA mails franked with US postage and receiving 
an auxiliary mark during the War are very rare. Powell shows 
only four examples.

Other sources of CSA auxiliary marks mentioned by Powell 
are: Dietz, “The New Dietz Confederate States Catalogue and 
Handbook” 1987, David G. Phillips, “The American Stampless 
Cover Catalogue” Vol III, 4th ed., 1993 DGP Publishing Co. Inc., 
and Clint McGee, “Confederate Philatelist,” May/June 1961.

Additionally, Wawrukiewicz in his 2001 book “The Forward-
ing of Mail by the U.S. Post Office Department, 1762 – 2001” 
illustrates numerous US and CSA covers used during the Civil 
War, showing both manuscript and handstamped AMs. Readers 
are also directed to two additional resources of contemporaneous 
US ‘missent’ ‘forwarded’ and ‘advertised’ marks: T. Clarke, “A 
Catalog of Philadelphia Postmarks, 18th Century to the Present, 
Part III” 1992, and L. Piszkiewicz, “Chicago Postal Markings and 
Postal History” 2006.
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The following Table lists all known AMs from all CSA cities.  In addition to the AMs seen by Powell, those tabulated by Phillips 
or Dietz were added to the totals shown below:

CSA City/State Missent Fwd Adv Comments
Albany GA 1 1 - ‘MISSENT / AND  / FORWARDED’ in semicircle
Atlanta GA - * - *Provisional cancel used as FORWARDED mark
Bennettsville SC - - 1
Cahaba AL - 2 -
Canton, MS - - 9 Adv. mark shown as ‘AD 2’
Cassville GA 1 - -
Charleston SC - - 2 ‘Adv / one cent’ boxed or ‘2’
Charlottesville VA 2 2 1?
Columbia SC 6 - 3
Columbus TX - - 1
Dalton GA 1 - -
Danville VA 2 2 - Fwd with ‘DUE / 10,’ ‘FREE’ mark used to fwd soldier mail
Dublin VA 1 1 -
Edgefield SC - - 1
Gainesville AL 2 - -
Georgetown SC - 2 - Fwd used with ‘10’
Griffin GA - - 1 Adv used with manuscript ‘2’
Halifax NC - 1 - ‘Fwd / Due 5 cts’ in 8-sided box
Houston TX - 1 -
Lexington VA - 1 -
Lexington NC 1 1 - Both marks on same cover
Lynchburg VA 1 2 2 ‘Fwd / 10 due’ in 8-sided box
Macon GA 1 3 1 1 fwd with ‘DUE 3.’  ‘FREE’ used on soldier letters as fwd. 

One adv used as ‘advertised 2’
Mobile AL 2 - 9 ‘ADV 2’ used as adv mark
Montgomery AL - 1 1 Fwd used with ‘10’ mis-charged.     Adv cover marked 

on back ‘DEAD LETTER OFFICE / AUG 22 1861 / 
CONFEDERATE STATES OF AMERICA’ in oval

Newberry C.H. SC 2 - -
New Orleans LA - 1 8 Adv marked as ‘ADV1.’   ‘1’ Removed after June 1, 1861
Orange C.H. VA 1 - -
Pattonsburg VA 1 1 - Both marks on same cover
Petersburg VA 7 - 1
Port Lavaca TX 1 - -
Portsmouth VA - 1 - Marked as ‘FREE’ on soldier letter
Raleigh NC - 10 5 w/ & w/o ‘DUE 10’ on fwd covers
Richmond VA - 16 + 18 40 2 ‘Fwd/5’ in oval & 14 ‘Fwd/5’ and 28 ‘Fwd/10’ in 

8-sided box.  All 40 ‘Adv/2’ in indented ribbon.
Salem NC - 3 + 1 1 3 as ‘Fwd’ and 1 as ‘Fwd 5’
San Antonio TX 2 - -
Savannah GA - 4 1 One fwd w/ ‘10’ & one w/ ‘20’
Staunton VA - 4 4 2 fwd with ‘10’ added
Talbatton GA - 1 -
Thomasville GA - 2 - Fwd indicated by provisional CDS
Tuscaloosa Al 2 1 + 1 + 7 - 1 Fwd with ‘DUE 10’ &  7 with large ‘X’ in circle
University of VA - 2 - Fwd in oval
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Dead Letter Branch Return Envelope with Manuscript Due Change
by Jerry Johnson

The Dead Letter return envelope in 
this note is not unusual for the style or 
the rate. What I find interesting is that 
the envelope was one made for the 3 cent 
collection fee. The ‘3’ was crossed out 
and a ‘5’ was written in its place.  The rate 
change occurred on July 3, 1935.  while 
the item is dated July 7, 1939.  This is five 
years after the rate change!  So the PO 
was hanging on to old material.

Finely, manuscript auxiliary marks were used extensively 
by the CSA for the reasons inferred above. Paul Bearer was 
kind enough to provide the cover shown from Livingston AL to 
Greensboro NC.  Mailed July 12, 1862, this was sent erroneously 
to Greensborough, AL and thus marked ‘Missent & Forw’d’ with 
a Greensborough CDS.  

What would be a nice companion article to Powell’s book 
would be an illustrated listing of USPO auxiliary marks used prior 
to the Civil War. Any takers?

SIDE BAR
Earliest known uses of some handstamps were noted by 

Phillips, to wit:
‘MISSENT’   1828 from Woodstock CT
‘FORWARDED’  1832 from New York (City?)
‘ADVERTISED’  1837 from Cleveland OH

Editorial 
by Tony Wawrukiewicz

 I need to apologise for the way I handled Scott Steward’s 
update of Tom Breske’s article on the ‘Deficiency in Address 
Supplied’ markings in the last newsletter. Part of Scott’s article 
was lost by me, making it incomplete as it was presented then. 
The easiest way to correct my error is to totally re-print the article 
on pages 6 and 7, as I have done.

Tom Breske’s discussion of Peter W.W. Powell’s Missent, 
Forwarded and Advertised Markings Used in the Confederate 
States of America is far more than just a review of this book. 
This is because, since many of these markings are pre-Civil War 
handstamps first produced by the United States Post Office, but 
then subsequently pressed into service by the CSA, Tom was 
able to find similar pre-civil war marking examples from his own 
collection to illustrate this review.

Paul Albright has taken a 1929 post card addressed to his fu-
ture mother-in-law and has been able to tell us the romantic story 

that the post card with an RFD auxiliary marking told. This card 
announced the marriage of his mother-in law’s friend, with both 
of them illustrated in an accompanying contemporary photograph 
of the pair. This article is a nice example of how social history 
can be told by an example of postal history.

Jerry Johnson illustrates a number of covers from his exhibit 
concerned with the delay in the mails. Included are interrupted 
covers of various types.

I am particularly pleased to show an example from the Norman 
E. Cohen collection (on page 5) of a fourth-class item that was 
returned because the return was requested and guaranteed. Such 
returns, or for that matter forwardings, of fourth-class matter 
(domestic and international) required the payment of new post-
age, as was done in this case. In my experience, such examples 
are rarely seen.


